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Stories of migrant workers have been printed out in newspapers and magazine. They also 

have been reviewed on blogs and television. No wonder the society is fully aware of their 

stories both good and bad. Actually people have read the information mainly from the 

journalists’ point of view which captured the migrant workers’ stories in their own way. 

Whether the stories reveal the true story of the migrant workers life or not is still one big 

question for all of us, the reader. Therefore, another challenge dealing with migrant workers’ 

stories comes up when an anthology of migrant workers’ short stories is published.  

 

This article will discuss an anthology of migrant workers’ short stories entitled ‘Kisah 

Inspirasi TKW Singapura: Dari Hati dan Cintaku’ which is written by the migrant workers 

who work in Singapore. The writers who have contributed in the anthology are those who are 

living at Singapore at the moment and also the returnee. They are the member of a virtual 

community, named BMI Singapura. This community or group is the one which unifies and 

accommodates them to publish their stories. 

 

The anthology is interesting since it offers a different taste of migrant workers’ stories. This 

new taste, then, will be further discussed in order to find out the identity, expectation and 

reality of the migrant workers’ life as recognized in the anthology. It will surely expose the 

other side of migrant workers’ life which is not captured yet by the journalists since the 

stories are written by the migrant workers themselves. Yet, stories are stories. They are 

infected by imagination. However, they also show the true virtue of the author, the migrant 

workers themselves. How do the migrant workers in Singapore deal with themselves and 

their masters are the focus which will be discussed the most. How do they identify 

themselves in their new environment is another thing to be considered. Brought by the 

migrant workers themselves, their stories surely offer another atmosphere of the true feeling 

revealed in the anthology. 
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1. Introduction 

Stories of migrant workers are things that have been the limitless tales to tell. As time 

goes by the stories of migrant workers are not only written by the journalist but also by the 

migrant workers themselves, both those who are still working at the moment and the 

returnees. The spirit of writing among the migrant workers is amazing. Today, we can easily 

found migrant workers producing the creative work, novels and short stories orderly stacked 

in the bookstore. They have successfully proved that they are not only capable in doing 

physical jobs like doing house chores (most migrant workers work as Domestic Worker) but 
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also activity which requires thinking such as writing. Their background as migrant workers 

has highlighted the reality that they have produced sophisticated works. This phenomenon 

brings me to try writing this article in the effort of cutting open their works. An anthology of 

migrant workers has become one alternative attempt to uncover their works of art. ‘Dari Mata 

dan Hatiku’ that was published in 2012 (AG Publishing), is written by Nessa Kartika and 

friends who are the member of a virtual community (Facebook Group) named BMI 

Singapura. This anthology is a collection of short stories written by migrant workers who are 

still working at the moment and also the returnee. It consists of 26 stories, 175 pages long.  

2. Identity 

In every system of identity construction, there has to be a hierarchy of norms, as well as 

lateral, reciprocal relations, and this requires people to be ‘judgmental’, in as much as they 

must have the criteria to condemn certain kinds of behavior or judgments and approve of 

others (Schopflin, 2001: 2). Stets and Burke (2000: 224) mention that through the process of 

self-categorization and identification, an identity is formed. Dealing with social identity, 

Hogg and Abrams (1988) in Stets and Burke (2000: 225) add that in social identity theory, a 

social identity is person’s knowledge that he or she belongs to a social category or group. A 

social group is a set of individuals who hold a common social identification or view 

themselves as members of the same social category. Related to migrant worker, it also turns to 

be called a social group.  

Stets and Burke (2000: 226) further add that according to Turner et.al (1987) much of 

social identity theory deals with inter group relations—that is how people come to see 

themselves as members of one group/category (the in-group) in comparison with another (the 

out-group), and the consequences of this categorization, such as ethnocentrism. Dealing with 

migrant workers, we can see that the Domestic Worker (DW) identify themselves as the in-

group and their masters as the other (out-group). Each has their own roles which determine 

their attitude including the way the act and re-act towards one to another. 

3. Expectation and Reality in Literature 

Capturing expectations and realities in literary works surely needs an in-depth reading. In 

identifying expectation, one must seek for motivation. People do something because they 

have reasons to do it or they have something to be achieved. It is, then, known as a 
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motivation. Motivation basically means as incentive or drive. This 'classic' theory which is 

developed by Abraham Maslow concerns on the premise that human's need can be classified 

into five levels known as hierarchical needs. The five needs are the physiological needs, the 

needs for safety and security, the needs for love and belonging, the needs for esteem, and the 

need to actualize the self (Boeree, 2006). When people are motivated to do something, they 

definitely expect to have their goal achieved. Expectation is revealed from the goal they set to 

fulfill the needs. In literature, expectations of a character are gained from their utterances and 

the way they act and re-act. To reveal realities in literary works, one must search the 

possibility of sameness with the real world facts. Literary realism in its conventional mode is 

often referred to as mimetic in that it creates the illusion in language of a faithful reflection of 

the world (Castle, 2007: 316).  

4. A Glance of group BMI Singapura 

This group has been created by Nessa Kartika, a returnee, who has worked in Hong Kong 

and Singapore. In the introduction of the anthology, Nessa stated that BMI Singapura is made 

as an attempt to unify Indonesian Migrant Worker in Singapore, as suggested by Bapak 

Ahmad Djatmiko who was the counselor of Indonesian Embassy in Singapore. As time goes 

by, the group has grown up and turned to be the virtual melting pot. However, not only 

migrant workers who have joined group BMI Singapura but also Indonesian students in 

Singapore, Indonesian who live in Singapore and those who concern with migrant workers. 

As a virtual melting pot, this group has accommodated its members to share information 

and experience, especially experience in writing. Such group has ensured one important point 

of view that through writing they will never be alone. As a result, ‘Dari Cinta dan Hatiku’, 

then, becomes the manifestation of their hard work in the group, sharing stories of their life 

experience.  

5. Discussion 

Most stories in ‘Dari Mata dan Hatiku' describe their life as migrant workers. Some of the 

stories uncover their life experience (as migrant worker) including their relationship with their 

master which is not revealed yet by the media. Such experience is captured in this anthology. 

In this discussion, limitation is made to shorten the scope. Since the main focus of this article 

is to cut open the identity, expectation and reality of the migrant worker, therefore, I will only 

take stories which contain such issues. The discussion, then, falls into 2 categories. First is 

identity and second is expectation and reality. Identity deals with how the character in the 
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short story perceive themselves as migrant worker and how they perceive others’ perception 

on their existence as migrant worker. Expectation reveals their wishes of being migrant 

workers and reality attempts to show the real life the migrant workers have to deal with. 

Reality uncovers the complicated life around the migrant workers themselves. Expectation 

and reality relate to each other, therefore, one discussion is provided to accommodate them. 

a. Identity 

Identity revealed in the anthology shows that the characters are fully aware of their 

existence of being domestic worker (DW) which is considered as a subordinate job in 

Indonesian society. This kind of job has become the last resort to earn money. The fact that 

anyone can do this job perfectly as long as they are physically healthy has formed a 

perspective that DW is a kind of unskilled manual worker. As a result, DW is often 

underestimated and this builds a negative image of being DW.  

In the anthology this kind of feeling is clearly shown and it affects the attitude of the 

characters towards their masters. It also shapes their perceived identity as a migrant worker. 

They consider themselves lower than others, in this case, their masters. In the anthology, it is 

clearly seen that migrant workers have already brought their given identity from Indonesia. 

Being a DW, they put themselves low. It shows that they acknowledge themselves with their 

social identity, as DW (migrant worker). They are no Lastri or Surti. They are only known as 

DW (migrant worker). DW as social group has certainly affected the way to act and re-act 

towards one another. In this case the way the characters (as DW) act and re-act is based on 

their perceived identity as DW (migrant worker). It is only in-group (of being DW/migrant 

worker) and out-group (their masters) that matter. 

In ‘Untukmu’, Lastri sees that ethnicity also becomes one main pointer in identity. 

Chinese are dominant in Singapore, marked as the masters, while Lastri (non-Chinese) is 

considered the weak one (the servant). It clearly shows that individual is not seen as they are. 

People are known from the social identity, social attributes. It happens when Lastri is taken to 

the mall by her masters. She sees that most of the mall visitors are Chinese (the masters, the 

dominant group). The non-Chinese visitors are the DWs who work for the Chinese family. 

Lastri takjub dengan isi seluruh Mall yang beretnik cina secara harfiah. Bahkan hanya 

segelintir pengunjung yang bukan orang cina. Mereka itu para pembantu rumah tangga yang 
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diperkerjakan keluarga cina (p.5, Untukmu). (Lastri was amazed by the Chinese Ethnic mall. 

The non-Chinese visitor was only a few, only those who worked for the Chinese family) 

The social identity perceived then manages what role they have in their social life. What a 

master or servant should behave and do are things that matter. In Lastri case, this perceived 

situation has formed the relationship between Lastri and her master that a servant is supposed 

to serve her master. However, Lastri’s master shows different attitude towards her. Her master 

does something which is not suitable for her as master. It is when her servant, Lastri, got tired 

of her work; Lastri’s master comes to massage Lastri. It brings an awkward situation since in 

Lastri’s perception it is servant who should do such thing. In this case, Lastri recalls her 

perceived identity as DW that a master is supposed to be served not the opposite. As seen on 

page 10, Lastri feels embarrassed to let her master massage her. In her mind, it is her who is 

supposed to massage her master. “Sabar ya…” Madam memijat bahu Lastri, Lastri hampir 

mengelak karena jengah. Bukankah seharusnya ia sebagai pembantu yang memijat 

majikannya? Madamnya memang sangat baik dan perhatian. (Untukmu, p. 10) (Be patient…” 

Madame massaged Lastri’s shoulder, Lastri was almost back away for she felt embarrassed. 

It is a servant who is supposed to massage their master, right? Her madame was a very kind 

and attentive person) 

In Pernikahan Suci, a case comes up dealing with marriage which brings in the identity of 

being DW. In the story, the master, who is a widower, would like to marry his servant. Such a 

situation definitely brings Surti, our heroine, into confusion. A wide gap between them is one 

thing to consider. Similar to Lastri (Untukmu), Surti also recalls her perceived identity to 

respond her master’s proposal. The fact that she is only a servant, a high school graduate from 

village, troubles her mind. She is afraid that people will mock her when they learn that Surti 

marries her master. Such condition shows that people consider others’ concern to do action. In 

Surti’s case, she puts others first instead of hers. The in-group identity affects the individual to 

re-act towards thing from the out-group. Surti herself, actually, does not mind if she marries 

her master. However, this thing is not common for her. Therefore, she needs time and a deep 

thinking to respond her master’s proposal. 

Jujur, aku sebenarnya mau saja diajak menikah sama orang yang sudah mapan, 

handsome dan baik hati. Aku hanyalah orang kampung, pekerjaan saja jadi babu 
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dan pendidikan sebatas SMA. Apa aku tidak diketawakan semut, tengu atau kutu, 

ya? Hatiku berkecamuk tidak keruan…Tiba-tiba kepalaku pusing memikirkan semua 

ini. (Pernikahan Suci, p. 27)(Honestly, I was willing to marry him, a man of fortune, 

handsome and kind. I was only a villager, worked as a maid and a high school 

graduate only, people will laugh at me. I don’t know what do to…all of sudden, I got 

dizzy thinking of it).  

However, a happy ending ends the story perfectly. Finally, Surti accepts her master’s 

proposal. The writer of ”Pernikahan Suci” adds a kind of memo at the end of her short story. 

She congratulates the marriage of her friend to a Singaporean. It seems that this kind of issue 

is not merely a story. It is an inspired story, taken from the fact that it actually happens. 

Another issue of master and servant relationship also appears in ‘Mungkin Aku yang 

Salah’. A no name character opens the story by questioning her identity as migrant worker 

and that it marks the demarcation line between master and servant. This clearly shows that 

both have their own roles and it will be impossible for a servant to have ‘a special 

relationship’ with her master and vice versa. Such a cliché appears in this story however as a 

captured point, such case might happen in the real life of a migrant worker. Aku sadar, aku 

hanya seorang buruh migran, sedangkan kau, anak majikan. Mencintaimu, ibarat pungguk 

yang merindukan bulan. (Mungkin Aku yang Salah, p. 88) (I realized that I was only a maid, 

while you were my master’s son. Loving you was like an owl graving for the moon) 

The heroine apparently falls into the charm of the master’s son till she gets pregnant. 

However, when her masters find out that the father of the baby is their son, they deny it 

perfectly. They believe that it is completely nonsense for a servant to have a special 

relationship with their master. As a result, the heroine is the one to blame. She is requested to 

be taken back to Indonesia. However, after all the bad things she gets, she blames no one, not 

even the master’s son who puts her into misery. On the contrary, she blames herself. She 

blames herself for anything happens just like typical servant in Java who is ready to risk their 

life. Mungkin akulah yang pantas disalahkan….Bukan kamu ataupun orangtuamu (Mungkin 

Aku yang Salah, p. 90). (Maybe I was the one to blame…not you or your parents) 

In ‘Supir Taksi’, a different story comes to show us that there are people who see DW 

differently. Though ‘Supir Taksi’ is considered shorter than other stories in the anthology, it 

brings different atmosphere towards the reader. It tells about the character’s experience in a 
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taxi. From their conversation, the character learns that the taxi driver finds her different from 

other DW. The way the character brings her makes the taxi driver to see her differently. 

Identity not only comes from the appearance but also from the way people bring themselves. 

Silly! dalam hatiku, penampilan seperti ini dibilang kerja di kantor (Supir Taksi, p. 

138)(Silly! dressing up like this, how can he thought that I was working in the office). The 

way the taxi driver assumes has thing to do with social identification. The taxi driver has 

stored a perceived identity of DW. However, the heroine does not show the typical attitude of 

DW. Therefore, such amazement comes when the taxi driver finally knows that the heroine is 

DW.  

b. Expectation and Reality 

In this section, I try to cut open expectations and realities captured in the anthology. An 

in-depth reading has been done to map the expectations and realities of the stories in the 

anthology. The result, then, falls into some categories namely (1) problem solving; (2) A 

better life (a secured financial matter) and (3) cases. Problem solving and cases are the 

realities captured from the anthology while a better life is the expectation noted.  

(1) Problem solving 

Being a DW brings many hopes and expectations for their future. Revealed from the 

anthology, becoming a migrant worker is the alternative of solving their problem of life, the 

financial problem. The difficulties of life bring our characters in the anthology to find another 

way of earning, becoming migrant worker. As described in “Untukmu”, “Perjalanan 

Hidupku”, “Maafkan Aku Pergi”, “Menjaga Kehormatan”, “Cermin Jiwa”, “Mencari Rejeki 

di Luar Negeri”, “Persembahan untuk Bapak”, “Alasanku Bekerja di Luar Negeri”, the main 

reason why they work in Singapore is because they have financial problem. The fact that they 

have difficulties in finding jobs in Indonesia brings them to leave their home, as seen in the 

following quotations: 

Lastri memilih menjadi TKW karena kesulitan mencari pekerjaan di Indonesia…ia 

memang memilih untuk bekerja ke luar negeri karena ingin mencari uang dari pada 

nganggur di rumah. (Untukmu, p. 8)(Lasti chose to be migrant worker because she 

got difficulties finding jobs in Indonesia…She worked abroad since she wanted to 

earn money rather than to stay at home doing nothing) 
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Aku kasihan melihat Ayah dan Ibu seperti itu… kuputuskan untuk pergi mencari uang 

untuk membantu mereka. (Maafkan Aku Pergi, p. 53)(I felt sorry for my dad and 

mom…I decided to work abroad earning some money to help them) 

 

Tapi sejak ayah meninggal, kehidupan kami sekeluarga berubah drastis…bermodal 

ijazah SMA, aku meminta restu Ibu untuk menjadi TKW.(Menjaga Kehormatan, p. 

69)(Since my dad died, our family life had drastically changed…using my high school 

certificate, I asked mom’s blessing to work as migrant worker) 

 

Most of the returnees often show that after working abroad their financial problem is 

solved. They also have nice houses and do businesses. Such realities simply motivate others 

to try their fortune by becoming migrant worker. However, other problem which leads to 

financial problem emerges, divorce. Divorce puts women and children as the main victim. As 

a widow with/without children, the characters are reluctant to rely on their parents. Having 

divorce brings them another financial problem. Therefore, they assume that they do not have 

other choice except to be a migrant worker. As noted in the following quotations: 

Dengan julukan janda kembang dari orang di sekitarku membuatku tidak betah hidup 

di kampung. Akhirnya aku memutuskan untuk bekerja di Singapura sebagai TKW 

meskipun dalam hati tidak ada niat langsung melainkan keadaan terpaksa 

(Perjalanan Hidupku, p. 37)(being widow made me uncomfortable living in the 

neighborhood. Finally, I deciced to work in Singapore as domestic worker though I 

never dreamed myself to be DW; it was the circumstance which led me to it) 

Dengan seribu impian aku bertekad pergi keluar negeri untuk membiayai kebutuhan 

anakku. Kutinggalkan anakku pada asuhan orang tuaku (Demi Sebuah Cita-cita, p. 

140)(highly motivated, I decided to work abroad in fulfilling my son’s needs. I left my 

son in the hand of my parents) 

In short, financial problem becomes the main reason why the characters push themselves 

to leave their home in search of fortune. This also shows how they have to fulfill the basic 

need, the physiological needs. 

(2) A better life 

People always expect for the best in their life and so do the migrant workers. Briefly 

described in the anthology, all the characters hope to have a better life indeed. Most of them 

also expect the best thing for their future even when difficulties begin to fill their life as a 

DW. As in “Mencari Rejeki di Luar Negeri”, the heroine is afraid of coming to Singapore to 

try her fortune. However, her strong will keeps her in spirit to walk on. Ini pertama kali aku 

berpijak di bumi Singapura sebagai pekerja rumah tangga, segunung harapan untuk 
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mencapai impian. Dengan bekal semangat aku berusaha menjalaninya walau tak seindah 

yang aku bayangkan (Mencari Rejeki di Luar Negeri, p. 122). (This was the first time I 

worked as maid in Singapore; highly motivated to search fortune. I prepared myself for better 

or worst). She even expects to have other activity such as taking course. Sembilan bulan 

berlalu. Potongan agent pun telah lunas. Kini saatnya membangun impian…Kugunakan hari 

liburku dengan mengambil berbagai kursus…(Mencari Rejaki di Luar Negeri, p. 127).(Nine 

months left, the wage deduction was over. It was the time to reach the dream..I spent my day 

off taking courses). The clearest noted expectation is that by becoming migrant worker, the 

financial problem they have will be solved and they are able to keep it managed. As a result, 

after the basic needs are fulfilled, the higher needs emerge. Taking courses is one example the 

emerging of cognitive needs. 

(3) Cases 

Realities captured in the anthology are mostly about the life of migrant worker. Some 

realities are commonly heard however some are not. In ‘Dariku’, a sad experience appears. A 

story of a migrant worker who has worked for years but her husband has mistreated her. He 

wasted away the money she sent and infected her with AIDS/HIV. As a matter of fact, such 

experience really happened. Statistic has shown that AIDS/HIV has spread among the migrant 

workers. The saddest part is that they are infected by their husbands. 

Tapi apa yang dia kerjakan selama di Singapura tidak ada hasilnya. Ternyata uang yang 

dia kirimkan selama ini dihabiskan oleh suaminya. Untuk berjudi, minum dan main 

perempuan. (Dariku, p.49)(For everything she did in Singapore had gone to pieces. Her 

husband had spent away the money she sent for gambling, drinking alcohol and making 

affairs) 

…saat itulah baru ketahuan bahwa dia kena sakit AIDS. Dia ketularan dari suaminya 

yang gila perempuan, gonta-ganti perempuan dan akhirnya dia dipulangkan ke Indonesia 

(Dariku, p. 50)(…she was known to be HIV positive. She was infected by her husband who 

often made affairs and finally she had to be taken back to Indonesia) 

Another reality noted from the anthology is about having relationship with other 

worker/citizen. This phenomenon is not peculiar since there are several stories which reveal 

the experience of having interracial relationship. As in “Balada Cinta Surti”, “Pernikahan 

Suci”, “Cintaku di Library”, “Mungkin Aku yang Salah”, and “Sepenggal Kisah Bersama 

Sahabat”, all explicitly describe the interracial relationship. Ningsih, the heroine in “Sebelum 

Ku Pergi”, for example has a relationship with a Malaysian. Ningsih sudah tiga tahun kerja di 
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sini dengan majikan Melayu. Majikannya baik menganggapnya seperti keluarga sendiri. Satu 

bulan sekali dia off day…Di pesta itu dia pun kenal dengan Zul, laki-laki asal Sabah yang 

bekerja di Singapura juga. (Sebelum Ku Pergi, p.128)(Ningsih had been working to a Melayu 

master. Her master was kind, taking her as their own family member. Once a month, she got a 

day off…She met Zul, a man from Sabah who also worked in Singapore, in a party) 

In “Pernikahan Suci”, the heroine is going to marry her master, a Singaporean. There is 

nothing wrong by having an interracial relationship. However, things will be different when 

they have finished their contract and no longer extend it. One single possibility is that they 

have to end their relationship and come back to Indonesia. Such phenomenon happens in the 

story “Sebelum Ku Pergi”. Sehari sebelum Ningsih balik, dia izin keluar. Dia bertemu 

dengan Zul tapi dia tidak berani untuk bilang ke Zul bahwa esok hari dia akan pulkam. Hari 

terakhir bersama kekasih terasa berat, takut tuk meninggalkan dan takut melukai. ( p. 

129)(One day before her return to Indonesia, Ningsih asked permission to go out. She met Zul 

however she did not dare to tell the truth that tomorrow she would go back to Indonesia. The 

last day spent with her boyfriend was hard. She was afraid to leave and hurt him) 

Other common realities are about the torture of the master. Most of migrant workers 

shown on television are those who have been tortured by the masters. Sri …, ibu khawatir. Ibu 

sering dengar berita di televisi banyak TKW disiksa. (Menjaga Kehormatan, p.69).(Sri…Mom 

worried since maid torture were often shown on TVs.) Some stories tell about the daily life of 

DW briefly however they don’t tell much about torture. On the contrary, most stories tell 

about the good relationship between the DWs and the masters. In ‘Untukmu’, Lastri sacrifices 

her life to save her master’s son.  

Other reality captured in the anthology is about the relationship between the migrant 

worker and her family. It is about keeping the trust of each other. In ‘Pelajaran Hidup’, the 

character tries to show the reader that being migrant worker means struggling to keep the 

faith and the fact that they have already married or engaged. Aku termangu sambil 

mengingat-ingat kisah pahit yang baru saja aku dengar dari Nanang…Sebagai seorang istri, 

aku harus menjaga kesetiaan yang sudah diberikan oleh suamiku. Apalagi diantara kami 

terbentang jarak yang sangat jauh memisahkan. (Pelajaran Hidup, p.101).(I was dazed 

thinking of the sad story of Nanang..As a wife, I had to be faithful, keeping the trust of my 
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husband. Moreover, there was distance between us). Couples living separately increase the 

possibility of having problems such as affair. Statistic shows that divorce significantly 

increased in migrant workers family. It shows that living separately has increased the chance 

of divorce. 

6. Conclusion 

Dari Hati dan Cintaku is an anthology of migrant workers’ short stories which reveal the 

identity, expectation and reality of migrant workers’ life. Working as Domestic Worker 

(DW) which is a subordinate job in Indonesia brings them to keep in mind the perceived 

identity of Indonesian DW. It affects greatly the attitude towards others, especially their 

masters. Captured expectation and realities are shown briefly and they honestly describe 

them nicely. Getting a better life for the future is the most noted expectation. Realities 

described in the anthology range from the facts which are commonly heard and those which 

are new to the reader. In short, ‘Dari Hati dan Cintaku’ has another taste of story to offer and 

it is worth reading, a tale about the life of migrant worker. 
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